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On the specialized semantics of *(s)meuk- in Iranian

1. Introduction

The outcomes in Old Iranian of the Indo-European root *(s)meuk-
share a curious feature: they all show an association with feet or shoes
in their semantics and usage. By “association” here we mean that
forms of this root occur in what appear to be conventionalized uses in
collocations with objects or with modifiers or in composite forms
where the meanings pertain to feet or foot-coverings of one sort or an-
other.1 Two forms in Avestan are relevant here, and they constitute
the whole of the Old Iranian evidence: framuxti- ‘taking off of foot-
wear’ and paitišmuxta- ‘having shoes’. Both of these forms are com-
posites made up of a preverb (fra- and paiti- respectively) with a
derivative of the root that can be formulated as (s)muč-,2 though
the root itself is not attested elsewhere in Avestan; that is, there are
no other forms of (s)muč-, verbal or otherwise, found for this root in
the oldest stages of Iranian. The passages in which these words occur
are:

(1) framuxti-
aat mraot ahuro mazdå, mat ao�ranam framuxti mat vastranam
nidhaiti … (Fragments 6.27)
‘Ahura Mazda answered: ‘Taking off his shoes, putting off his
clothes, …’

1 This is not to say that the forms in question contain specifications for ‘shoes’ or
‘feet’ as part of their lexical semantics but rather that they conventionally collo-
cate with words having those meanings.

2 We follow Horn (1893: § 994, s.v. moze) in citing the root with a final palatal
(he gives the full-grade form maoč-) even though no verbal forms to confirm
the palatal occur; muč- would of course be expected, if a full range of forms
were available, given that forms with final palatals were generalized over root-
forms with velars in cases where the two consonants alternated, as they would
here.
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(2) paitišmuxta-
arwdvi sura anahita … nizwKga ao�ra paitišmuxta, zaranyour-
vixšna … (Yashts 5.64)
‘Ardvi Sura Anahita … wearing shoes up to the ankle, having
golden ties ….’

arwdvi sura anahita … zaranya ao�ra paitišmuxta … (Yashts
5.78)
‘ardvi Sura Anahita … wearing golden shoes …’

ca�waro … te para-safångho zaranaena paitišmuxta (Yashts
10.125)
‘Four (stallions) … the hoofs of their fore-feet are shod with
gold …’

Thus three of the four occurrences of this root in Old Iranian have
‘shoe’ (ao�ra-) as their object (accusative with verbal form paitišm-
uxta and genitive with the nominal form framuxti) and the fourth one
has ‘foot’. Inasmuch as these four forms exhaust the Old Iranian evi-
dence for this root, they meet the criterion given above for being char-
acterized as showing an “association” with feet and/or shoes. More-
over, besides the striking connection with whoes and feet evident in
these passages, we note further that in all those with paitišmuxta-,
there are also associations with gold, overtly referring to the footwear
itself. This significance of this additional fact is discussed below.

The foot/shoe-related specialization in meaning seems to hold as
well for at least some of the later Iranian evidence concerning this
root, on into some of the modern languages, as shown by such forms
as Pahlavi močak- ‘boots’, mozag ‘shoe’, and Modern Persian: moza-
‘leather socks; shoe’3 Buddhist Sanskrit mocika- ‘shoe; shoemaker’
(along with other later Indo-Aryan forms such as Hindi mochii
‘cobbler’) is relevant here as well, since it is generally held to be an Ir-
anian loan word (so Mayrhofer (1956: s.v.),4 Edgerton (1953: s.v.)).

3 There are verbal forms from this root in later Iranian, e.g. Sogdian pt-mync-,
Pahlavi pat-moxtan, Modern Persian pai-moxtan, all meaning ‘to dress’, thus with
a generalized meaning vis-à-vis the Avestan forms. We take these forms and their
meanings to be secondary extensions compared with the Old Iranian evidence.

4 Mayrhofer (1994: 2.382) does not mention mocika- though there is no reason to
believe that he has given up on his earlier identification of it as a Persian loan-
word.
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These shoe/foot-related collocational and associative semantics for
*(s)meuk- in Iranian contrast with meanings found for cognates of
this root elsewhere across the Indo-European languages. While this
root shows a broad semantic range throughout the whole family, the
meanings can be grouped into two main semantic fields (so Mayrhofer
1956,5 Pokorny 1959, Rix 2001): meanings pertaining to “slipperiness”
(Pokorny’s meaning group A) and to “release” (Pokorny’s group B).6

These are exemplified by, for instance, Latin mucus ‘mucus’, e-mun-
gere ‘blow one’s nose’; Lithuanian maûkti ‘strip off, wipe’, mùkti
‘slip away, escape’, Latvian mukt ‘flee, disengage’; Tocharian A muk-,
Tocharian B mauk- ‘let go, give up, abandon’; Greek ���-�����	

‘wipe the nose’, with a variant with initial s- in ��������	 ‘wipes the
nose’ (and cf. also Old Church Slavonic smykati sę ‘creep’ for further
evidence of the possibility of *s-).7,

These observations raise an interesting question of diachronic
semantic development: how did the Iranian forms of this root come to
have ‘foot’-related associations, to the point where one can character-
ize their meanings in these terms,8 and thus how did this semantic
divergence between Iranian and other branches of Indo-European
arise? In particular, it is fair to ask whether Iranian has innovated
away from a core non-foot-related sense in earlier stages (e.g. Proto-

5 Mayrhofer (1994: 2.382), however, seems to opt more for a single meaning for
the root, giving ‘streifen, abstreifen’, in keeping with his ultimate assessment of
the meaning in his 1956 work; see also note 6.

6 Rix (2001: 443), for instance, lists both ‘abstreifen’(akin to Pokorny’s Group A)
and ’losbinden’(akin to Pokorny’s Group B), though no overt reference is made
to Pokorny’s meaning groups. We take no position here on whether these two
major meaning groups thus represent one (polysemous) root or two separate
(accidentally) homophonous roots, and if the latter, just what the “Grundbedeu-
tung” is, though Wackernagel (1902), and Mayrhofer (1956: s.v.; 1994) following
him, suggest a basic meaning of ‘abstreifen’ for this root (see Joseph & Karnitis
1999 for some consideration of these issues).

7 The presence versus absence of s- in these forms is of course a significant con-
cern, one for which we offer no explanation, except to note that it seems to be
part of the same well-known but poorly understood phenomenon, the so-called
“s-mobile”, that numerous other roots in Indo-European show.

8 Indeed, Bartholomae 1904 and others following him (e.g. Mayrhofer, in his
glossing of Iranian cognates to Sanskrit ömuc-) give meanings for these forms in
much the same terms we do at the outset, that is, ‘Losbinden (des Schuhwerks)’
for framuxti-, and ‘beschuht’ for paiti.šmuxta-.
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Indo-Iranian or Proto-Indo-European), and if so, how and why, or
whether instead the other languages have innovated away from an
original meaning associated with feet.9

2. Sanskrit evidence

As is so often the case with regard to matters pertaining to the
understanding of Iranian, evidence from Indic, and specifically San-
skrit, seems to be crucial here, for the expected reasons. If ‘shoe/
foot’-related associative semantics are found with cognate forms in
Sanskrit, then the likelihood increases that such meanings represent a
feature of Common Indo-Iranian, inheritable into Iranian therefrom.
The divergence noted in § 1 would thus not be an Iranian peculiarity
but could instead be one shared with Indic. Caution is of course
necessary, since even under such a scenario, the meanings in question
could be an innovation that occurred independently in each branch,
especially if, for instance, the chronology is such that ‘shoe/foot’ se-
mantics occur only late within Sanskrit.10 With this background, we
turn to the Sanskrit evidence.

The relevant root in Sanskrit is muc-, and its meanings appear to
mostly fall on the “release” side of *(s)meuk-.11. For Vedic Sanskrit,
a basic meaning for muc- has been given variously as ‘untie, unfasten,
loosen’ (Grassmann 1872, ‘losmachen, losbinden’) or ‘strip off’
(Mayrhofer 1956, 1994, ‘abstreifen’), and Grassmann 1872 gives the
meanings for the active voice of ‘untie, loosen, unfasten, set free; re-

9 Although the preponderance of non-foot-related meanings in other Indo-Euro-
pean languages might make one automatically think of Iranian as the innovator,
in principle that need not be the case; that is, there is not necessarily a “majority
rule” that must be followed in doing comparative reconstruction.

10 It is the case as well that non-foot-related objects and meanings do occur with
ömuc-; our focus ultimately on the foot-oriented uses follows from our taking
the parallel with the Iranian facts to be an especially striking circumstance that
is in need of a coherent explanation. Given the usual assumptions about the
original sense associated with ömuc-, its other uses do not demand an account in
the same way as the foot-/shoe-related uses seem to.

11 Some of the Classical Sanskrit meanings admittedly may not obviously fit this
semantic characterization, a point taken up in Joseph & Karnitis 1999, in the
context of a general discussion of semantic change with this root. The meaning
‘cheat’, for instance may actually involve a different root, mac-, as its basis.
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lease (streams); undo, dissolve; cause to disappear’ and for the middle
voice, ‘disengage’. For Classical Sanskrit, Monier-Williams 1899, Mac-
donell 1929, and Apte 1912 give a range of meanings covering ‘loosen,
set free, release, let got, let loose, deliver; relax (the throat); slacken
(reins); let live, spare; leave, abandon, quit, give up; quit (the body),
die; set apart; dismiss, send away; cast, throw, hurl, discharge; emit,
drop, shed, let fall; utter, give forth; give away, grant, bestow; put
on (middle voice); void (excrement); sacrifice; deceive, cheat’. A com-
parable set of meanings is to be found in the sizeable entry in the
St. Petersburg dictionary (Böhtlingk and Roth 1865–68).

Still, there are, interestingly, some foot-related associations to be
found for this root in Sanskrit. These come primarily in Classical San-
skrit, and are in combinations with preverbs, e.g., vi-ava-muc- ‘to take
off (shoes)’. Such uses may well represent relatively natural exten-
sions of muc- in conjunction with garmets (specifically, drapim and
atkam) as object,12 as found fairly frequently in Vedic Sanskrit,13 e.g.:

(3) jujuruşo nasatyota vavrim prámuñcatam drapim iva cyavanat
(RV 1.116.10)
‘O Aśvins, you two loosened the body from aged Cyavana, as
(you loosen) a garment’

divo dharta bhuvanasya prajapatih piśañgam drapim prati
muñcate kavih (RV 4.53.2)
‘Prajapati, the supporter of heaven and the world, the wise one,
puts on a golden mantle.’

hiranyayan praty atkam amugdhvam (RV 5.55.6)
‘You all put on garments abounding in gold.”

pra cyavanaj jujuruşo vavrim atkam na muñcathah (RV 5.74.5)
‘You two loosen the body from aged Cyavána, as (you loosen) a
mantle’

12 As a typological parallel to this apparent semantic development of ‘putting on/
off a garment’ to ‘putting on/off shoes’, we note the Turkish noun çekme, which
means both ‘trousers’ and ‘boots’ and is derived from the verbal root çek- ‘pull
(on)’, trousers and boots both being extensions of ‘things you pull on’.

13 Objects other than garments do occur with muc- in Vedic; for instance, RV
1.24.9 has enah pra mumugdhi asmat ‘Release sin from us!’. Still, the several
cases of garments as objects are telling.
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prati drapim amuñcathah pavamana mahitvana (RV 9.100.9)
‘O Pavamana, you have majestically put on the mantle.”

And indeed, when one looks beyond Vedic on into Classical San-
skrit, garments are found as the typical objects when muc- occurs with
other preverbs, e.g., vi-muc- ‘take off clothes’, vi-apa-muc- ‘take off
(ornaments)’, ava-muc- ‘take or cast off one’s clothes, ornaments,
etc.’, á-muc- ‘put on (garments, ornaments)’, ud-muc- ‘take off gar-
ment’, etc. Indeed, it is the combination with preverbs that allows the
root ömuc- to be found in seemingly opposite meanings such as ‘take
off’ (with vi-apa-) and ‘put on’ (with a-).

As suggested above, these uses of muc would provide a natural
jumping-off point for the development to ‘shoe/foot’-related associ-
ative semantics seen in Classical Sanskrit, shoes being one type of ob-
ject of dress one would often put on or take off. Nevertheless, far more
important for the question of the Iranian specialized semantics is that
it can be noted that there are even several instances from Vedic San-
skrit where the composite form upa-muc- takes as its object, i.e., the
item being put on, a foot-related noun, specifically upanaha- ‘sandals,
shoes’; these examples come from later Samhitas and Brahmanas and
are thus admittedly somewhat late in the Vedic tradition, but nonethe-
less fall within the Vedic period:14

(4) karşņi upanahau upa muñcate (TS 5.4.4, (repeated at 5.6.6)
‘He puts on (two) black atelope leather sandals’

varahi upanahau upamuñcate (TB 1.7.9)
‘He puts on (two) pig’s leather sandals’

varahya upanaha upamuñcate (ŚB 5.4.3.19)
‘He puts on (two) sandals (made) of sow’s leather’

3. Interpreting these facts

We offer the following interpretation of these Sanskrit facts with re-
spect to the Old Iranian facts given in § 1.

14 We would like to thank T. N. Dharmadikari of the Muktabodha Indological
Research Institute (Ganeshpuri) for bringing these important early examples to
our attention.
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The evidence from (4) of the TS, TB, and ŚB attestations of upa-
muc- associated with footwear means that the foot/shoe-related usage
of muc- especially with a preverb was available relatively early on in
the Sanskrit tradition. Thus, even if such an association is found to a
greater extent in the later (Classical Sanskrit) period and can be seen
as a natural extension from certain clearly early uses with garments as
objects, its antiquity within Sanskrit cannot be denied. Moreover, the
naturalness of the extension means that the conditions for speciali-
zation to ‘foot/shoe’ meanings would have been present at an early
period, so that the several instances of muc- with garments as objects
in the Rig Veda take on significance for the overall assessment of
these developments.

We note as well that all the relevant instances in Sanskrit of
muc- with the shoe/foot semantic specialization occur with preverbs
(e.g. with upa-, vi-ava-, etc.), and that is also the case in Old Iranian.
The preverbs appear to be critical to the specialization of the meaning
of the root and, as noted above, can even lead to opposite meanings.15

Admittedly, the preverbs for the foot-related uses of this root in
Sanskrit and in Iranian do not match up. However, by way of linking
the Sanskrit and the Iranian uses, the fact that ‘gold’ is the modifier of
objects of muc- with the parallel preverbs16 paiti- in Iranian and prati
in Vedic (cf. above in (3), RV 5.55.6 with atka- as object, and RV 4.53.2
with drapim as object, following Grassmann’s definition for piśañga-)
makes for a suggestive connection, though the Sanskrit collocations
are not overtly connected with the shoe/foot object in the way that the
Avestan examples with paitišmuxta in (2) above are.

Finally, the isolation of the derivatives of *(s)meuk- within Iranian,
as shown by the absence of any productive verbal paradigms or other
formations, is consistent with relic status for these forms.

15 In this way, the preverbs are rather like the directional adverbs (“particles”) of
English in the verbs don and doff, from do on and do off, respectively, both,
interestingly, specialized to refer to garments (thus, one can doff a hat, but not
the lid of a cooking pot).

16 We follow Mayrhofer (1956: s.v. prati) here in treating these forms as function-
ally parallel, noting also their parallel morphological make-up (each being an
adverbial element with an ending *-ti). The r/Ø difference found in the first part
pra-/pa- is not insignificant, but reflects an Indo-European difference (*pro- vs.
*po-; note that both variants occur in Greek) that cannot be addressed here.
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We therefore take this evidence collectively to mean that ‘foot’-
related specialized associations in uses of muc- with preverbs are to
be reconstructed for Proto-Indo-Iranian; the source of the semantic
specialization seen in Iranian framuxti- and paitišmuxta- is thus in-
heritance from a Proto-Indo-Iranian specialized usage.

4. The Larger Indo-European Picture

What remains to be considered, then, is the source of this Proto-
Indo-Iranian usage for *(s)muč- as the continuation of Proto-Indo-
European *(s)meuk-. That is, it is necessary to reconcile the Iranian
facts of § 1, the Indic facts of § 2, and the interpretation given in § 3
with the range of meanings found across the Indo-European family, as
enumerated above in § 1.

There are two roots that can be reconstructed for Proto-Indo-Euro-
pean that have to do with ‘dressing’: *wes- (as in Sanskrit vastra-), and
*H1ew- (as in Armenian ag-anim ‘put on clothing’). Following Beekes
(1995: 36), the difference between these two (which he formulates as
*wes- and *How- respectively) can be characterized in terms of their
conventional uses: *wes- was the general verb for ‘putting on clothing’
while *H1ew- was specialized as ‘putting on footwear’. Beekes’ hypoth-
esis of shoe/foot-specialized usage and ultimately meaning for *H1ew-
in Proto-Indo-European is presumably based on the evidence of pri-
mary verbs with such semantics, e.g. the Lithuanian verb aûti ‘to put on
shoes’, and derivatives such as Armenian awd ‘footwear’, from *H1ew-
dh-, and Avestan aoØra ‘shoes’, from *H1ew-tro-, the latter of which,
interestingly, is found in 3 of the 4 instances of *(s)meuk- in Old Iranian
(see above in (1) and (2)). Given then that there is a verb with such a
meaning already indicated for Proto-Indo-European, it is less likely
that the original meaning, usage, and associations to be reconstructed
for *(s)meuk- would also have involved shoes and feet, especially with
the other non-foot/shoe-related meanings this root figures in.

We suggest therefore that the Iranian shoe/foot-related meanings
for this root are the result of a Proto-Indo-Iranian innovative special-
ization of the meaning of *(s)meuk-, possibly transferred from the
specialized sense of *H1ew-, a root that has no verbal uses in Indo-
Iranian at all, only a single derived nominal (aoØra), and thus pre-
sumably not inherited into Proto-Indo-Iranian as a productive verbal
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root. As a result, it can be hypothesized that the severe restriction
of forms of *H1ew- created a lexical gap, there being no verb with the
appropriate foot-related semantics; Proto-Indo-Iranian then inno-
vatively came to use ’(s)muč- in this meaning, as an extension of its
use, when accompanied by preverbs, with ‘garments’ in general – the
“naturalness” of this extension noted above would have been played
a role at this point – and it was this usage that was inherited into Old
Iranian. Within Iranian, this verb itself came to be severely restricted,
giving the situation in Avestan with its isolated relic forms, whereas
Indic continued this innovation productively in its verbal system, even
extending it with other preverbs in Classical Sanskrit.

There is undoubtedly more than can be said about the semantic de-
velopment of *(s)meuk- in Indo-Iranian and in Indo-European in
general,17 but the detail established here concerning the meaning and
use of this root should provide a suitable point of departure for any
further investigations.18
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